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"But,"

Fletcher and the others wanted to warn Leon against underestimating the Poisonwielder, but were interrupted before they could

say anything.

"That's enough! It's settled! Let's see what he is capable of!" Leon sneered and strode toward the Poisonwielder with the

motherwort.

Fletcher and the others exchanged worried looks.

There were a few of them who thought that Leon was a coward for not going after the Poisonwielder, yet at this very moment,

Leon remained fearless and offered to trade with the Poisonwielder at the risk of his safety.

A man as bold as him could never be a coward.

Shocked by Leon's boldness, they were all confused as to why Leon was so confident.

"Very well! As expected of a Dragon Guard!" The Poisonwielder laughed but narrowed his eyes maliciously at the same time.

Leon spotted his attempt of luring the Dragon Guards away from the Tiddertons Mansion earlier and showed unparalleled

bravery for facing him directly.

The Poisonwielder knew that a man like Leon would eventually grow to become an enormous threat to him and was determined

to kill Leon while he could.

Leon stepped toward the Poisonwielder and stopped when he was two meters away.

Out of concern for Loen's safety, Fletcher shot a knowing look at Randall and Scott, who immediately took a step forward to a

better position.

Like Fletcher, they were both Platinum Dragon Guards who were in the Almighty State, so if the Poisonwielder attacked Leon,

they would both run to Leon's rescue and execute the Poisonwielder on the spot.

"Alright, let's make the trade! On the count of three, you'll release the hostage and I'll toss the motherwort to you! If you dare to

play tricks, I'll destroy the motherwort right away!" Leon warned coldly.

"Sure. I'm fine with that!" The Poisonwielder agreed without hesitation.

"Alright, then! One, two, three, Go!" Leon said, before tossing the box that contained the motherwort in the air.

"How sly!" The Poisonwielder narrowed his eyes coldly.

He thought that Leon would toss the box toward him and he would be able to kill Leon after obtaining the motherwort. However,

Leon simply tossed the box into the air and if the Poisonwielder tried to make a move against Loen, Leon would have the chance

to destroy the motherwort.

However, as one of the most notorious criminals, Leon was hardly as cunning as the Poisonwielder.

The Poisonwielder swiftly pushed Carl toward Leon.
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